A general methodis developed for calculating boundaryplasmafluctuations across a magnetic separatrix in a tokamak with a divertor or a limiter. The slab model, which assumes a periodic plasma in the edge reaching the divertor or limiter plate in the scrape-off layer(SOL), should provide a good estimate, if the radial extent of the fluctuation quantities across the separatrix to the edge is small compared to that given by finite particle banana orbit. The Laplace transform is used for solving the initial value problem. The electron temperature gradient(ETG) driven instability is found to grow like t~ie'tmt.
I. Introduction
A divertor or limiter is needed in tokamak reactors in the original scenario in order to maintain the low impurity levels required for fusion, and to prevent plasma diffusing across thefield lines from reaching the chamber walls. The heat and plasma flow across theseparatrix flux surface from theedge to the SOL can beremoved by the divertor. This is reasonable, since parallel transport is faster than cross-field diffusion.
However, electrostatic turbulence has been demonstrated to induce particle transport in potential^(x, t) = $o(x) +^(x, t) and the perturbed temperature fe (analogous to Ohm's law in the case of rippling modes). The unperturbed sheath potential $o(x) exists to equalize the mean electron and ion loss rates. The temperature fluctuations are driven by £ x Bo connective relaxation of the equilibrium temperature gradi ent. In contrast to the case of rippling modes, parallel thermal conduction, K||Vjj, which contributes a strong stabilizing effects to rippling modes, plays a minor role in the ETG-modes in the SOL since the most unstable mode is quasi-flute by nature ( k\\L « 1, where L is the axial length of the system). Since the width of the SOL, Ax, is much smaller than the typical magnetic shear length, L9 ( Ax « I5), magnetic shear has no effect on ETG-modes. In this work, we present the principal results that pertain to the electrostatic ETG-mode in the SOL across the magnetic separatrix, using a Laplace transform. Due to the simplicity of the ETG-mode model, it is reasonable to expect that the coupling of many other modes may exhibit features similar to those discussed here. Thus, this method and the results may be of general interest.
II. Model Equation
To characterize the region of the boundary plasma which extends across amagnetic separatrix in a tokamak to a limiter or divertor, we consider a slab model. The plasma in asheared magnetic field B(x) = B0(eB +£ey) is periodic along the axial -direction with period z= Lin the plasma edge, and is confined at the ends by two conducting plates in the SOL as shown in Fig. 1 . Lt is the magnetic shear length. The equilibrium quantities such as 2J, Te, ne, and Bare taken to vary transversely to magnetic field lines in the x-direction. In this model, effects on the modes of magnetic trapped particles and magnetic field lines fanning in the SOL on the mode have been omitted.
We now derive thereduced model for the boundary plasmas which includes ioniza tion, radiation and end-loss. The model is derived from the reduced Braginskii fluid equations for electrostatic perturbations. 13 
where the electron conductivity is a(,,k"kt)m--!$i -|l+ 52a + i^I.
and we have Laplace transformed the fluid equations with^(x, t)~e" and taken the initial perturbations Tc(0) = ne(0) = 0.
The main complication of the problem comes from the boundary conditions. The eigenmode equation can be solved separately in the edge and the SOL regions based on the corresponding <j > axial boundary conditions along the magnetic field at z = 0 and I. The solutions are then matched at the separatrix x = 0. The scrape-off layer is divided into two markedly different regions: (1) a narrow sheath region near the conducting wall, with large equilibrium gradients along z of the state variable on the order of the Debye length (to a large extent determined by the electron reflection conditions of the walls, where the electric force dominates actions of the magnetic field), and (2) alarge bulk region (in contrast to the sheath) away from the sheaths, with relatively weak equilibrium gradients in z. The bulk, in general, is collisional so that fluid equations are appropriate to describe the bulk region plasma flow. The bulk region exhibits many well-known interactions among plasma, waves, neutral gases and impurities. The main thrust of this work to account for fluctuation transport and radial relaxation along x (in addition to classical collisional one) within the axial flow. The sheath, due toits small spatial scale, is treated as boundary conditions here.
III. Model Sheath Physics
The solution in the SOL should satisfy the sheath current boundary condition that determines <j > at the sheath edge,
where Sh denotes the sheath. The expression for the plasma current near the sheath edge is taken to be
where c, is the sound speed, vje the electron thermal velocity, and 7, the secondary emission coefficient. 
The mass difference between electrons and ions results in a large space-charge potential $0, and ambipolar flow to the wall demands equal fluxes of negative and positive charge to the walls in equilibrium
where T8e is the temperature of recycled electrons. Prom Eqs. (17) , (9) and (13) Te is proportional to jL For fa we may assume that V| ,<£| L_e~V,j<£|L+0(e), and that other quantities have similar behavior. Thus, to order e, we may assume our sheath boundary condition at L-e. The solution obtained by employing this boundary condition gives correct expressions for the electron current into the sheath within c and therefore correct expressions for instability away from the edge of the boundary layer. However, the solution cannot be expected to provide a proper description for the temperature near the sheath. For radiative instability in a divertor plasma, the sheath heat flux boundary condition becomes important in detennining the axial equilibrium electron temperature profile, and the argument given above is invalid.14
IV. Eigenmode Equation
Our approach is through the initial-value problem. The motivation is that when the usual normal-mode method yields no discrete unstable solution, we will find that there is acontinuum of unstable mode. This results in an initial perturbation growing as a product of exponential and a negative fractional power of time.15 '16 The complete set of equations and boundary condition, after Laplace transform Integrating eigenmode equations (18) and (19) 
P'XA') = -Alkfo-ky., with 6a < 1), the growth rate of the rippling modes is normally smaller by afactor of y/£ and the large parallel heat conductivity contributes astrongly stabiUzing effect on the rippling modes for finite % Aquantitive comparison with rippling modes is possible and is deferred to future publication.
For k\\sjL/2~Itt, I= 1,2,3, ., we can solve Eq. (30) perturbatively and find that S!~InfS-with asmall real part sR~-^{l -^). In this case, electrons travel with the waves in the axial direction and the ohmic resistance of the bulk plasma has been ignored. The first term in sR comes from potential perturbation 4> and the second term from electron temperature perturbation fe due to E x B0 convection of the equilibrium temperature gradient. Since electron temperature perturbation fe is in phase with potential perturbation fa and §£ dominates over & in the sheath current perturbation jf for s7 » Au>. T(S (as shown in Eq. (13)), harmonics of / > 0 modes are damped by the sheath resistive impedance.
It is natural to ask whether magnetic shear affects the ETG-mode in the SOL.
Asimilar issue has been addressed in aclassic paper by Roberts and Taylor.18 They analysed the effects of the magnetic shear on the gravitational resistive instability in an open-field line system (e. g. , stellarator) and discovered that the convective cells twisted to conform to the field lines. In a system with weak shear, such as the SOL of atokamak, the twisting of the ETG-mode by the sheared magnetic field can be estimated by comparing the two terms in %= kz + %£. We find that c= k%T.~X# w*ere A. is the width of the SOL and kx has been approximately obtained from Eq. (29). For atypical DIII-D tokamak boundary plasma parameters, Ax~lcm, La~lm, and s > 3^, cis typically of order 10~3. This means that for the weakly sheared system like the SOL of tokamak, the influence of magnetic shear on ETG-mode can be ignored.
VI. Potential Fluctuation across a Separatrix
Considering the periodic nature of the structure in z inside the separatrix, and the continuity of EM at the separatrix, we can expand the outside solution $5|/(s) =
«*fo|*i(* -L/2)]eik*M* as acosine series for the inside solution $E(s) •*M =ECjfc«[^i(* -L/2)]fn(x). (32)
From eigenmode equation (18) , fn(x) is determined by 
For A"« 1,
The asymptotic evaluation proceeds as in Case 1, we 
